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CC
OLLECTORS HAVE BEEN COLLECTING SERIAL
number 1 notes since serial numbers were invented.
However, number 1 notes usually aren’t the first serial
numbers to appear on many varieties of notes.

In contrast, a first note is the note bearing the very first serial number
used in a given class, series, denomination, signature combination and variety.

Serial numbering often progresses sequentially through signature com-
binations and varieties within the U. S. currency series, so many first notes end
up being numbered within the then current serial numbering block and thus bear
a number other than 1 or 00000001.  For example, the first $1 Series of 1935F
Silver Certificate was numbered P81000001I.  The first 1935G was B54000001J.

There were a dozen serial number 00000001 $1 1935F notes, each with
a different prefix and suffix letter combination, but none of those were the first.
Only P81000001I held that distinction.

There were two varieties in the 1935G notes, those without and with the
motto “In God We Trust” on the back.  The first of each was respectively
B54000001J and D48960001J.

There were two number 1 1935G No Motto notes, C00000001J and
D00000001J, but no number 1 1935G With Motto, because the later variety did
not consume the rest of the DJ serial number block before the 1935H series
replaced it.  However, the key notes in terms of this discussion were B54000001J
and the very unremarkable D48960001J because they were the firsts.

Many sophisticated collectors seek first notes, and prize them very high-
ly because they like the concept of first in line.  This type of collecting takes a bit
more talent because you have to be aware of the serial number ranges for the
varieties that interest you in order to identify the first notes within them.
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Fortunately those data are available to everyone.  Many of the small size
serial number ranges are listed in Schwartz and Lindquist (2008), and almost all
known large and small size ranges have been posted by Derek Moffitt (current)
on his web site, which is cited below.

Leon Goodman, John Schwartz and Chuck O’Donnell, who authored
the forerunner to the current Oakes-Lindquist catalog, carefully attempted to list
the serial number ranges for all the small size varieties when they could obtain
those data.  Much of that information was dropped in subsequent editions, but
John Schwartz is replacing it, although the job was not totally completed for the
8th edition.  Moffitt has coverage for what the catalog lacks.

Obviously, a last note is just that, the note bearing the very last serial
number used in a given class, series, denomination, signature combination and
variety.

These generally turn out to be far more difficult to locate than first
notes.  The reason is that firsts generally get saved, often by one of the officials
whose signature appears on them.  However, there is far less interest when some-
one leaves office, so the last notes blow on through to circulation without anyone
taking notice.

What follows are spectacular examples of first notes and the stories of
their discovery.  We’ll also look at some last notes.  Let’s start with the $1 Silver
Certificate Series of 1935F and G examples cited above.

$1 SC Series of 1935F & G

Huntoon received a price list from David Koble in October 1993, that
offered the following unprecedented group of small size $1 Silver Certificates.
Koble priced the set at $1,000.

1935F P81000001I 1st 1935F autographed
1935F B53999999J last 1935F
1935G B54000001J 1st 1935G No Motto autographed
1935G D48958999J last 1935G No Motto
1935G D48960001J 1st 1935G Motto
Clearly these had been provided to the treasury officials who signed the

notes, and were obtained by someone who had fantastic connections to those
people.  The notes had been intercepted and retrieved at the Treasury after the
being shipped over from the BEP.

The group was saved along with some all important information.
Specifically, the official last 1935F note, which was supposed to be B54000000J,
was replaced by a star note.   Consequently, B53999999J became the last.

Similarly the last 1,001 1935G No Motto notes had been replaced by
star notes.  Consequently, D48958999J was the highest serial that could be found
with the 1935G No Motto variety!

The first $1 Silver Certificate Series of
1935F was numbered P81000001I.
This is a classic first serial because the
changeover between the 1935D and
1935F series was buried within the PI
serial number block.
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The last $1 Silver Certificate Series of
1935F delivered to the Treasury was
B53999999J because B54000000J was
damaged and replaced by a star note.

The first $1 Silver Certificate Series of
1935G was this note, number
B54000001J.

The last $1 Silver Certificate Series of
1935G without the “In God We Trust”
motto is this note.  The end of the print
run should have ended with serial
D48960000J, but the batch was round-
ed out with 1,001 sheets of star notes.

The unassuming number D48960001J
happens to the first $1 Silver
Certificate Series of 1935G with the
motto.  This note represents the appeal
of collecting first notes; you have to be
cognizant of the serial number ranges
in order to spot them.
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Whoever intercepted these notes had gone to the effort to record that
the last notes were replaced by stars.  This was unprecedented documentation!

The implication for the end of the 1935G series was that they hadn’t
printed a sufficient number of regular sheets to fill out the final print order, so
someone at the Bureau inserted 1,001 pre-printed sheets of star notes to round
out the count in order to move the last batch through.  Remember that serial
numbering was sequential through the stack of sheets at the time these notes
were being numbered, instead of consecutive down the half sheets, so we are
talking about a substitution of 1,001 sheets of stars, not simply 1,001 star notes.

$5 FRN Series of 1950B District Set

Huntoon got lucky on November 4, 1985, when he purchased a group
of twelve $5 Series of 1950B notes from Lyn Knight with serials A84240001A,
B93240001C, C14400001B, D99360001A, E23760001B, F38880001B,
G14400001C, H91800001A, I23040001A, J55440001A, K47880001A, and
L45720001A.

Here were the very first $5s printed for every district in the Series of
1950B.  The group represented the first such set ever assembled.  Who could
pull this off?

The answer is the legendary Amon Carter Jr., and this set is the tip of
that tale!

Secretary of the Treasury Robert
Anderson was a friend of Amon
Carter, so he obtained for Carter the
first ten $5 FRNs with his signature
from all twelve districts.  This is the
number 1 set comprised of 12 first
notes.
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Amon was a close personal friend of Secretary of the Treasury Robert
Anderson who served under Republican President Dwight D. Eisenhower.  The
result was that Anderson obtained several first notes for Carter, including ten sets
of the first $5 FRNs from all twelve districts.  If you have an Anderson first note,
the Anderson-Carter friendship probably was the source for it.

All ten sets of the $5s were consigned to Lyn Knight after Amon died.  At
first, Lyn didn’t recognize what they were and he began selling them off.  One
dealer took all ten of the Dallas notes for resale to his customers.

Very soon thereafter, Lyn started looking more closely at what remained,
and the 1s preceded by those zeros began to click.  Sure enough, when he looked
them up in the O’Donnell catalog, he discovered just what he had.

But now all the sets were incomplete!  He had to scramble to get the
missing Dallas notes back before they went to the four winds.  That task accom-
plished, he sighed with great relief and started offering the ten 12-note sets.
Huntoon was lucky enough to be the first in line, and paid what was then a
princely sum of $1,060 for the privilege of getting the first set.

$2 LT Series of 1953A 

Logan Talks is a serial number collector of the first order who also main-
tains a census of the small note rarities.  He landed the terrific autographed $2
legal tender Series of 1953A first note shown here bearing serial A45360001A.

Undoubtedly this also is an Anderson-Carter note, but it faded into
obscurity after it passed through Amon’s hands.  By the time it was offered in the
weekly Heritage Currency Internet Auction that ended May 6, 2008, its signifi-
cance had been lost on everyone who handled it.  It was simply listed as an other-
wise unremarkable autographed deuce.

Such pieces generally don’t raise blood pressures, so when the bidding
closed for the lot, it hadn’t even drawn a single bid!  Logan, by chance, logged on
to the Heritage Web site the next day and noticed a link to the orphaned lots.
For the first time ever, he clicked that link to see what type of material was left
over.

The $2 with dual signatures caught his eye so he pulled it up.  He was
stunned to see serial A45360001A.  There was no question, this was the first
1953A note.  Why else would a signed piece also have a serial that ended 0001.

The note was now for sale at a liquidation price of $95.00, which worked
out to $109.25 including commission and shipping.  It was only after he clicked
the buy it now button that he bothered to verify that it was indeed the first.  But
then he already knew that!

This is the hallmark of an astute and persistent collector, a fellow who is

This is the first $2 note in the Series
of 1953A.  This significant piece
went through a weekly Heritage
Currency Auction in 2008 without
garnering a single bid because no
one recognized what it was.  Logan
Talks bought it as an orphan lot after
the sale closed because the auto-
graphs and 0001 ending serial num-
bers revealed to him exactly what he
was looking at.
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alert, always figuring the angles and open to possibilities.  Logan earns his good
fortune -- which, in fact, is more than simple good luck!

You wonder how many people tripped over that note the previous week
who should have figured it.

$10,000 GC Series of 1900

There are serial number afficionados who create their luck.  Doug
Murray is one of these.

Murray has spent decades digging through federal records in
Washington, DC.  His research has been focused on determining what large size
varieties are possible.  However, along the way he has compiled most of the data
on the serial number ranges that appear in Moffitt’s listings and other numismatic
publications.

Murray’s persistence recently yielded a true jewel.  Many years ago, he
discovered a ledger listing the serial number ranges for the high denomination
Gold Certificates at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing.

He dutifully copied out the serial number ranges for the $10,000 non-
circulating payable to order Gold Certificates in what constituted an almost pure-
ly academic exercise.  These notes functioned like checks for the transfer of gold,
so were not paper currency.

For the record, the serials for the Series of 1900 $10,000 notes were as
follows (Chambliss, 2000, updated by Murray).

Lyons-Roberts E1-E36000
Lyons-Treat H1-H6000
Vernon-Treat H6001-H42000
Vernon-McClung K1-K18000
Napier-McClung K18001-K36000
Napier-Burke M1-M6000
Parker-Burke M6001-M36000
Teehee-Burke M36001-M243000
Notice that the first Napier-McClung bore serial K18001.  The fates

conspired to deliver that gem right into Murray’s hands.  Here is that improbable
story.
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Table 1.  Reported large size first notes that do not bear serial number 1 and reported last notes
(Gengerke, current).

First Notes:

Legal Tender Series 1907 $5 Elliott-White H46924001-4 uncut
sheet
Silver Certificate Series 1923 $1 Wood-Tate Y82700001D 
Treasury Note Series 1891 $1 Tillman-Morgan B13160001-4 

uncut sheet
Treasury Note Series 1891 $2 Bruce-Roberts B1690001
Gold Certificate Series 1900 $10,000 Napier-McClung K18001

Last Notes:

Legal Tender Series 1923 $10 Speelman-White A696000B
Silver Certificate Series 1899 $2 Napier-McClung K24787997-K24788000

cut sheet
Federal Reserve Note Series 1914 blue seal Chicago

$5 White-Mellon G64876000B
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There was a fire in the Old Post Office Building at 12th and Pennsylvania
streets in downtown Washington, DC, on December 13, 1935.  The firemen
entered a room on an upper floor filled with file cabinets that contained among
other things canceled Series of 1900 $10,000 Gold Certificates.  They threw the
cabinets out the windows to the street below in order to remove fuel that was
feeding the flames (Hessler, 1997, p. 340).

Much to the delight of the assembled gawkers, some of the canceled
$10,000 gold notes spewed onto the sidewalk and street.  Hundreds were scooped
up and stuffed into pockets before anyone could stop the plunder.

Those notes have been leaking onto the numismatic market ever since.
Initially they were treated as contraband and were subject to confiscation by the
Secret Service.  In recent decades it has been recognized that because they are
non-negotiable, just like any other canceled checks, they pose no problem to the
Treasury, so no one at Treasury seems to be worried about them any longer.

They routinely pass through numismatic auctions and appear on price
lists now.

Co-author Murray was asked by David Bowers to provide serial number
ranges for Bower’s forthcoming Whitman Encyclopedia of U.S. Paper Money just
after the 2008 Memphis show.  He became reacquainted with all those serials as
he pulled them together from all the federal sources he had tapped over the
decades.  The timing of this work could not have been more fortuitous.

The serials were still fresh in his memory when the Heritage January
2009 FUN auction catalog arrived.  Lightning struck when he peered at the photo
for lot 15612.

Of all the possibilities, he found himself looking at serial K18001 on a
canceled Series of 1900 $10,000!  It was the first $10,000 printed with Napier-
McClung signatures!  He had to buy that note and did for $2,760 including
buyer’s premium.

$1 SC 1935A R Note 

Probably the most popular minor varieties ever to come down the pike in
the small size U. S. notes were the R and S paper experiment notes delivered from
the BEP to the Treasury on June 20, 1944.  The R signified notes printed on reg-
ular paper; S the special paper being tested.  Those letters were overprinted on
the right sides of the faces.  The serial numbers on the regular paper were
S70884001C-S72068000C and the numbers on the special paper were
S73884001C-S75068000C.
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This pay to order $10,000 gold note
was plundered from material thrown
out of the burning Old Post Office in
Washington, DC, on January 13,
1935.  By chance, it was the first
such note printed with Napier-
McClung treasury signatures.
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The notes were shipped to the Chicago Federal Reserve Bank shortly
thereafter, and wholly released within the Chicago district.

Of course, contemporary collectors found them in circulation and quickly
discovered their significance.  They plucked them from circulation in great num-
bers.  Aubrey Bebee, whose fabulous paper money collection forms the core of the
American Numismatic Association holdings in Colorado Springs, obtained several
uncirculated packs of each, and patiently salted them into collections for decades
afterward.

In fact, Huntoon obtained his pair directly from Bebee.  Bebee used to
sell the nicely centered copies at a slight premium, so Huntoon’s pair cost $52.50
in 1964.

Some lucky soul found a run of the very first R notes and salted them
away.  The story of that find is lost to the mists of time, but the first cut half sheet
of six of them found its way into Julian Marks collection.  Abe Kosoff handled the
notes from Marks’ estate and those offerings included the cut half sheet.  They
were correctly identified in the sale.

The ever vigilant John Schwartz saw that offering, realized the signifi-
cance of the group, and pounced on Oct. 26, 1971.  His acuity yielded for him one
of the most interesting first notes in all the small size issues.

$10 SC 1953B

Someone, maybe Amon Carter, got the first couple of packs of $10 silver
certificate Series of 1953A notes so the first 1953A $10 with serial A10440001A
ended up in the Smithsonian collection.  However, the first of the 1953Bs showed
up in Philadelphia in the hands of a dealer named C. J. Dochkus.  Dochkus knew
what he had.

Schwartz, still in his 1st Lieutenant's Air Force uniform and just back
from a tour in England, was thumbing through his latest issue of Coin World when
he spotted an intriguing ad from the venerable Philadelphia dealer offering a $10
Series of 1953A Uncirculated star note for $20.
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The short run of the very first experi-
mental Series of 1935A $1s printed
on regular paper was saved through
some miracle.  They were sold by
Abe Kosoff in 1971, where cataloguer
John Schwartz was the person smart
enough to buy the lot.  The R and S
notes probably are the most recog-
nized and collected of all the small
size varieties, so this particular first
note is special in many ways.

C. J. Dochkus, a long time dealer in
Philadelphia, landed the first of the
$10 Series of 1953B Silver
Certificates.  John Schwartz got the
first one from him. 
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When he wrote to inquire if it was still available, Dochkus replied in the
affirmative.  Dochkus also mentioned that he had the first 1953B $10 and wanted
to know if Schwartz would be interested in it as well.

The price was another $20.  On a brisk November 12,1965, Schwartz
dug deeply for the $40 to complete what for him was a thrilling transaction for
both notes.

$1 FRN 1969C Star

Lightning strikes in the oddest places, so you have to look, listen and be
alert.  On September 5, 1996, Huntoon finally negotiated the purchase of a note
that had captivated his attention, a note that Bob Kvederas Sr. had shown him the
previous June at the Memphis convention.

It isn’t the brightest star in the pantheon of small size notes, but it is a
first note and a star at that.  The FRN Series 1969C shown here with serial
H01920001* is the first $1 star note printed for the St. Louis district in that
series.  It comes with a most improbable tale of discovery.  Discovery probably
isn’t the best word; maybe the best word here is recognition.

How many first notes from the modern federal reserve series have you
seen that have non-number 1 serial numbers?  A few thousand have been printed,
but if you are like us, you can’t remember seeing another.  How could they get
saved, especially a star note that flies below the radar of even those officials who
might want their first notes?

Star notes are printed up at the BEP, distributed to the inspectors, and
the inspectors insert them rather randomly into otherwise unremarkable packs as
errors are caught, and out they go.  Often the districts on the stars are not the
same as the district notes being replaced.  Nobody at Treasury or the Federal
Reserve Banks knows where to find them when they pass through, even if they
wanted to, but they don’t.

Here is the story of the St. Louis star note as recalled in an e-mail by Bob
Kvederas Sr.

My recollection of the note is that Jr. (his son, Bob Kvederas
Jr.) offered it to John Schwartz at Memphis, but he wouldn't pay the
freight and dithered.  At which point, I either bought the note or half
interest in it, gave Schwartz another chance after the show, and then
flogged it to PWH who was astute enough to not let it get by him.

John Schwartz recalled the affair quite differently, in the following terms.
I merely passed on the exorbitant price that the Kvederas’

were trying to extract from me!
Bob Kvederas Jr. filled out the tale in another e-mail.

I received the note from a old gentleman from either North
or South Carolina.  He stated that he obtained the note from a local
bank.  He had many bank tellers looking for currency for him in his

This note happens to be the first $1
star note printed for the St. Louis dis-
trict in the Series of 1969C.  Serial
numbering of the 1969C $1s pro-
gressed sequentially from the 1969Bs,
so it has a non-00000001 number.
Thousands of these types of first notes
have been printed in the modern
Federal Reserve series, but they are
rarely recognized, so they are very
rare.
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home town.  He initially wrote to me about web notes and our conver-
sations progressed from there.  He was eager to speak of his vast col-
lections of currency, stamps and coins.  He did state that he was going
to leave his entire estate to the local collage but in a dispute about
what his money was to used for, caused him to remove the college
from his will.  He stated he had no living relatives and asked if I would
be interested in buying some notes from him.  

He asked me if I had a currency book by Chuck O'Donnell.  I
stated I did, and he told me to look at the 1969C series and would I
like to purchase a serial number one note from the St. Louis district.  I
stated that they did not print a serial number one note but continued
numbering from the previous series.  He chuckled, and asked if I
would like to buy the serial number 01920001 note from the St. Louis
district.  It then dawned on me why he was laughing, and said I would
like to buy the note but did not have a lot of money for such a good
note.  “Well,” he said in a slow southern drawl, “I only want $20 for
the bill, $19 is plenty of profit for me.”

It is fairly certain that the fellow had gotten it at the bank in new money
that had been delivered there or that he had otherwise obtained it in trade because
it had never seen circulation.  He obviously discovered that it was a first note
when he logged it into his collection.  He cherished it as such, and didn’t want
that fact to be lost when he sold his material.

Here was a veteran collector who kept one eye on the data in his catalogs.
That trait allowed him to recognize when he won the numbers lottery.  Are you
that careful?

Last Notes

Last notes also warrant attention, but they are much rarer because there
usually is no official interest in them.  Neither office holder is looking for another
note with his signature by then.

The bricks containing last notes simply get shipped to the Treasury or to
a Federal Reserve Bank, and then on to commercial banks.  Who in that chain has
any idea that a last note is passing through his hands, or even cares!

Even if you got a last pack at your bank, how could you know it?  It
would be gone before the full range of serial numbers was even published in a
numismatic catalog.  Those notes generally don’t stand a chance.  They are virtu-
ally invisible.

At the very best, someone might hold on to one if it has an unusually long
string of terminal zeros in the serial, but then those notes are often destroyed in
the printing process and replaced with star notes, just as was the $1 1935F
B54000000J mentioned at the beginning of this article!
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This is the last $2 Series of 1899
Silver Certificate printed with
Napier-McClung signatures.  Last
notes are far scarcer than first notes.
(Photo courtesy of the Heritage
Auction Archives)
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Are last notes ever saved?  The answer is yes, it has happened.  One stel-
lar example comes to mind.  The bookend $10 Series of 1923 legal tender notes
have crossed the auction block.  They have serials A1B and A696000B, the first
and last of their kind!  What a pair!

We have no idea how that spectacular pair was saved, but it appeared in a
January 1990 Stack’s sale, and again in a June 1992 Knight auction.

The most recent auction sale of a last note was a $2 Series of 1899 Silver
certificate in the January 2009 FUN auction that came in the form of a cut sheet
with serials K24787997-K2478800.  The lot was correctly described in the catalog
as being the last sheet.

The all important last note is illustrated here.  The same lot previously
appeared in a November 1999 Knight auction.

$1 SC 1923 SC

The following is the best of the best of first note tales, a yarn that defies
all the odds.  It even involves a large size $1 Silver Certificate to boot.

There is a serial number press room log book that spans the last of the
large size $1 Silver Certificates in the BEP Historical Resource Center.  Both
Murray and Huntoon independently dug through this book, and both found the
same typed memo inserted into the book by some operative.

Notice.  Package No. Y82700001D to Y82704000D contains the first
sheet from plate No. 1 of $1 Silver Certificates, series 1923, No.
Y82700001D to Y82700008D, bearing the signature of H. T. Tate,
Treasurer of the United States.
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This is the first $1 Series of 1923
Silver Certificate bearing
Secretary of the Treasury Tate’s
signature.  The photo of the note
is superimposed over a photocopy
of it on the memo attesting to that
fact.  Probably the tale of its sur-
vival and recognition by Doug
Murray is the most amazing of any
of the known first notes.
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Both Murray and Huntoon made note of the memo, delighted to have
documentation of exactly what serial number was on the first Tate-Woods $1.
However, the difference between Huntoon and Murray was that Huntoon filed
the serial away as a curiosity, whereas Murray retained a vivid memory of it!

Murray came across the memo sometime around 1985-6.
Miraculously, the actual note survived and turned up as an e-bay lot

offered by rvbidder from Phoenix, Arizona.  Bidding for it closed on December 5,
2000.  We have no idea where that seller got it.

The sellers tag, rvbidder, conjures up an image of a retiree working out
of his recreational vehicle while wintering in Phoenix!  He and the note could
have come from any place in the country where snowbirds originate, but this is
pure speculation.  The e-mail address provided for this account is no longer in
service, so we were not able to pursue the story any further back in time.

The note probably originated from Tate himself, because such pieces
usually come from the signers.  This was Tate’s first note, but not Woods.

The note graded an attractive clean VF-XF with moderate quarter folds.
It doesn’t appear to have been actively circulated, but it definitely was handled,
probably carried as a pocket piece by Tate.

A Tate-Wood 1923 $1 Silver Certificate is not common, so this attrac-
tive item brought $96.99, and the lucky buyer was Rob Havrish.

Havrish spotted the fact that the note was from the YD serial number
block.  In fact, he recognized that it was the first Tate note to appear from the
YD block, so the serial number was by far the lowest serial number reported for
the type.

He took it to the Chicago Paper Money Expo in March 2001 where he
showed it to large size census taker Martin Gengerke.  Havrish wondered at the
time if it might be a first note because of the 00001 ending numbers.

Havrish also made contact with someone from the Bank Note Reporter
while at the show, with the result that the note was illustrated as a discovery block
in the April 2001 issue.

Gengerke told Murray at CPMX that he had just seen a YD Tate note
on the floor, so Murray immediately tracked down Havrish to see the note.

Havrish has a weakness for FRN star notes from Minneapolis, so by
April they had negotiated a very stiff trade.  Murray forfeited outright a $100
Series of 1934B I00019460* and a $50 Series of 1950 I00008097*, plus sold
Havrish a $5 Series of 1934 I00073993*, to sweeten the deal.

Armed with Tate’s first note, Murray found himself passionately drawn
to the BEP so he could attempt to locate and photocopy the memo proclaiming
its authenticity.  Here is where the tale takes a bizarre twist.

Murray meticulously scheduled a four-day research trip to DC with time
allotted for prearranged visits to the BEP, Smithsonian Institution and National
Archives.  He coordinated his visit with Huntoon, who also was going to be in
town then.

Murray, in the company of Huntoon, showed up at the BEP at 8:30 a.m.
on the morning of September 11, 2001.

Murray was even carrying his note with him.
They were admitted to the BEP Historical Resource Center, located on

the fifth floor of the BEP Annex Building.  In short order, in the company of
Curator Cecilia Wertheimer, Murray located the serial number log books in a
storage area on the 6th floor, while Huntoon was looking at other records up
there.

Just then the phone rang and one of Cecilia’s aides told her that a plane
had just hit one of the towers at the World Trade Center.

They carried the serial number log books downstairs to the reading area
which faces west.  All hell was breaking loose in the room.  Staffers had switched
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their computers to CNN, and everyone was crowded around them watching the
pandemonium in New York.

Murray sensed that his research effort was in jeopardy, so he quickened
his pace, unaware of the seriousness of the event taking place at the Trade Tower.
It appeared to be a tragic collision by a plane.  Then the second tower was hit.

Murray found the memo at just about the same moment that the third
plane plowed into the Pentagon, and a thick black plume of smoke lofted up from
behind the main BEP building to our west.  The whole room was in chaos.

Murray produced the memo and his note, and rushed over to the photo-
copy machine to make a couple of side-by-side copies.  On his return, he proudly
showed the note and memo to Mrs. Wertheimer who immediately exclaimed “Do
you have a property removal permit for that from the guards downstairs?”

Taken completely by surprise, Murray said “No!”
While Cecilia reached for a property removal permit, and delegated the

task of filling it out to an aide, Doug concocted a statement for her to attest to his
mating of the note and memo 75 years after both had been made.  Remarkably,
within the atmosphere of agitation and confusion that filled the room, she quickly

wrote out the testament on one of his photocopies.
A large boom shook the room.  In short order phone

callers claimed the State Department Building had just been
hit.  It wasn’t until a couple of days later that the newspapers
revealed that it was a sonic boom from a jet scrambled to
meet other incoming planes.

As the boom rolled past, Huntoon watched roofers
on the main BEP building, who had stopped work and were
looking west toward the Pentagon fire, bolt from their perch-
es and slide down scaffolding to the ground below and run
away into the streets below.  Printers simultaneously burst
from the ground floor doors of the main building and also
disappeared from view.

One woman in the room was on her phone trying to
get permission to evacuate, but that was delayed for many

tens of minutes.  Finally the order came down, “Get out, and do it NOW.”
All rushed to the main exit, the guards impatiently waving the growing

stream of people out the heavy doors as fast as possible onto 14th Street.  No cus-
tomary searches, no sign outs, no processing of property removal permits -- just
go!

Murray found himself on the street with note, photocopies and
unprocessed property pass in hand.  He and Huntoon watched the black smoke
billow overhead from the Pentagon.  Sirens screamed in the distance.

When Murray finally got a look at the property removal permit, he saw
eerily that the serial number on it was 91011.
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The BEP Historical Resource
Center staff had to fill out this
property removal permit in order
for Doug Murray to get his first
Tate note out of the building.
Notice the 9-11-01 date and serial
number 91011.
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